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Abstract 

 
In this paper methods for determination of perceptual quality 
of speech transmission and speech enhancement systems are 
discussed. The rating categories introduced in the listening test 
(7.) are not meant to replace existing "objective" or "technical" 
measures. They are meant to complement the description of a 
device under test and place more emphasize on the end-users 
impression of the system.  
The rating categories introduced in this paper are complete 
and intuitive, even non-experts can understand their 
importance for successful and agreeable speech 
communication. Benchmark tests using these categories are 
much more informative for the non-expert and can still be 
presented "at a glance". 
Furthermore, the comparison ratings serve to clarify the 
responsibility for quality losses, which the device under test 
cannot avoid, since their origin lies in the mobile network. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Before going into such detail as the perceived quality of a 
speech enhancement system for example in carkit telephony, I 
would like to start with a broader look on what is "quality" in 
human speech communication. 
 
Human speech communication, even if it is reduced to the 
acoustic channel, has several layers of information. There is 
verbal information, which could as well be communicated in a 
written text. In addition, there is vocal information, which 
consists of linguistic aspects and paralinguistic aspects.  
These additional layers of information are coded in the 
acoustic speech signal, in rhythm and intonation contours and 
in the so called "timbre" or "tone of voice".   
 
In the early 80s John Laver [1] presented a detailed phonetic 
description of "voice quality". His description of voice quality 
is based on the anatomy of human voice production. There is a 
limited number of  features in the acoustic speech signal, 
which can be used to differentiate between the categories: 
modal voice, falsetto, whisper, creaky, breathy or harsh voice. 
Phonetic features of voice quality are obviously correlated 
with physical, psychological and social states of the speaker 
[2],[3]. 
 
Listeners interpret all layers of information in an acoustic 
speech signal. No matter if they act consciously or 
unconsciously: Listeners derive all linguistic and 
paralinguistic aspects of a spoken utterance and show 
psychological and even physiological reactions to it. 
 

2. "Objective" or "Subjective" Quality 
Assessment:  

Some Pros and Cons 
 
One possible way to assess the perceived quality of a speech 
transmission or speech enhancement system would be to study 
the impact the system has on the acoustic speech signal and try 
to predict, how these effects on the signal layer will enhance 
or degrade the perceived quality of the output speech signal.  
Since psychoacoustic effects and especially the process of 
speech understanding is highly non-linear, it is quite a 
challenge to develop an objective measure for this task. There 
might be a solution tomorrow, but we need something 
practical today. 
 
The solution of today seems to be subjective rating. Ratings 
can be done by especially trained experts. But it is risky, if 
development processes depend on the availability of certain 
experts. The risk can be reduced, if the expert knowledge is 
transformed into test procedures independent of time, place 
and specialist. 
 
The analytical hearing of an expert has to be transformed into 
"sound quality factors", which can be rated by naive listeners. 
One remaining problem is that it is quite difficult to explain to 
a naive listener what audible aspects like naturalness, 
sharpness, loudness, tremor etc are.  
There are certain test designs, which try to train naïve listeners 
during the test. On the other hand, there are studies on how 
long it takes before naive listeners develop "analytical 
hearing", until they can reliably judge voice or sound quality 
aspects in a complex acoustic signal.  
 
Becoming aware of all these difficulties, we decided to design 
a test procedure, which measures over-all quality plus 
additional "natural" communication quality aspects (see 7.1 to 
7.7). A system that is build to transmit or enhance speech 
signals should at least not corrupt any of the information 
layers in spoken language that will be interpreted by the 
listener in acoustic communication situations. 

 
3. A Brief Look at the "Anatomy" of Speech 

Transmission and Speech Enhancement 
Systems in Vehicles 

 
3.1. Background Noise 
 
Speech transmission or speech enhancement systems in 
vehicles have to deal with speech signals in the presence of 
background noise.  One component of the signal processing of 
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speech inside the vehicle is the separation of background noise 
and wanted signal or – in practice - the attenuation of 
background noise with least possible audible modifications of 
the speech signal itself. 
 
Such audible modifications of the speech signal appear in the 
spectral domain. Since filters have to adapt to time-varying 
background noise, the undesired modification of the wanted 
signal can be time-varying as well.  
 
3.2. Echo Cancellation 
 
Speech signals "from the far end" are presented through 
loudspeakers inside the vehicle. This far-end speech signal 
plus its echoes within the vehicle cabin have to be subtracted 
from any microphone signal recorded within the cabin. In 
addition to the separation of background noise from the 
desired signal, the subtraction of echoes from the far-end can 
result in unwanted audible modifications of the wanted speech 
signal in practice.  
 
Typical audible interferences produced by echo cancellation 
will become manifested in (time-varying) spectral 
modifications plus undesired attenuation of the wanted speech 
signal itself, especially at dialogue turns or in the case of 
double-talk. 
 
3.3. Auditory Quality Loss in Mobile Networks 
 
In the case of carkit telephony the speech signal has to be 
transmitted via mobile networks. This transmission channel 
will cause characteristic spectral losses of auditory quality 
resulting from bandwidth restriction or quantization and 
coding plus the risk of packet losses.  
 
Especially the problem of packet loss can cause disturbing 
auditory quality losses. Speech understanding is impaired not 
only by missing phonemes or syllables. The process of speech 
understanding is complicated by corrupted rhythm and melody 
of the utterance. Short-term corruptions of voiced signals can 
be perceived as disturbing phonation irregularities. 
 
When the perceptual quality of a speech transmission or 
speech enhancement system within a vehicle is to be 
investigated, the problems caused by the mobile network have 
to be separated from the audible problems the system itself 
causes.  
Some modifications of the acoustic signal, which are slightly 
audible without transmission over the network, might become 
quiet disturbing after transmission, since psychoacoustic 
effects are highly non-linear. Thus, simply looking at the 
behaviour of the system without transmission over a mobile 
network is not a solution. It is preferable to use a network 
simulator, when audible modification of the wanted signal are 
investigated in a device under test. 
 
3.4. Bandwidth-"Add-On" and Frequency-Selective 
Increase of Sound Level 
 
In speech enhancement systems methods to improve speech 
intelligibility are introduced.  
A signal processing algorithm to improve intelligibility of 
"clean" far end speech for the near end listener located in a 
noisy environment is to raise the average speech spectrum 

over the average noise spectrum [4]. This method might 
involve additional challenges for the echo cancellation 
algorithm (see 3.2). 
 
Another technique to enhance the perceived quality in 
narrowband speech communication systems is the extension of 
frequency range up to 7 kHz by using fairly coarse 
descriptions of the temporal and spectral envelope of the 
missing high frequency band (3.4 – 7 kHz) or simply 
mirroring the lower frequency spectral envelope into high 
frequency regions [5], [6].    
In the assessment of perceived quality rating scales have to 
allow for naive listeners' surprise expecting narrowband 
telephone speech. 

 
4. Perception of  Auditory Quality in Speech 

Signals 
 

As stated above, naive listeners are not skilled in analytical 
hearing. In the process of speech perception, the auditory 
signal is processed in a complex way which is strongly based 
on individual hearing experience.  
A demonstrative example of the individuality of a hearing 
impression can be given when click-languages are presented 
to European listeners. The click-sounds can be located within 
the syllable, and trained speakers and listeners of the click-
language of course perceive the click-sounds correctly in time. 
The European listener, who has no experience with click-
languages, does not perceive the click-sound as part of the 
speech signal at all, but as an additional noise at syllable 
borders.  
This example demonstrates how auditory signals are processed 
and regrouped even in the time domain to extract information 
that seems reasonable in the context of the listener's own 
hearing experience.           
 
Not only separation of auditory units is possible, the opposite 
is likely as well. If a speech signal is mixed with an irregular 
noise signal, the naive listener might perceive the noise 
component partly as disturbance of the "tone" of voice 
(phonation irregularity). 
  
As stated in the introduction, phonetic features of voice 
quality are correlated with physical & psychological & social 
states of the speaker [2],[3].  
Associated with the auditory quality of systems we have to 
conclude that  

• audible modifications of  speech signals may not 
only result in degraded speech understanding in the 
word or syllable domain,  

• but may as well cause misunderstandings of 
linguistic or paralinguistic aspects of the spoken 
utterance. 

 
5. Some Principles of Phonetics:  

The Voice Source 
 

To illustrate briefly how wide the spectrum of "tone of voice" 
(phonation types)  can be in spoken utterances a brief look at 
the voice source is given:   
Consciously or unconsciously the speaker can use pairs of 
muscles to control three major forces - longitudinal tension, 
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medial compression and adductive tension – in the voice 
source, which result in different types of phonation. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Geometric relationship between three laryngeal 
parameters in the human voice source 
LT – longitudinal tension  1. Thyroid cartilage        
MC – medial compression 2. Cricoid cartilage  
AT – adductive tension 3. Arytenoid cartilage 
 
Different types of phonation vary in the time domain as well 
an in the frequency domain: 

           
a. modal voice            b. falsetto             c. creak 

 
d. breathy voice        e. whispery voice         f. harsh voice 

 
Figure 2: Spectrograms of steady-state vowels with six 
different phonation types 

Since listeners do have experience with different types of 
phonation from everyday life, spectral modifications or 
irregularities in the time domain caused by a speech 
transmission system, which do not represent reasonable 
auditory information for the listener can be perceived as 
changes in voice quality.  

 
6. A practical example:  

Perceived "Natural" Communication Quality of 
a Hands-free Telephone in an Automobile 

(Uplink Path) 
 

6.1. Hands-free Telephone in an Automobile 
 
In our practical test we made the attempt to have naive 
subjects rating along "natural" categories instead of artificial 
"sound quality factors".  
 
6.2. Collection of Speech Material:  
Processed Signal and Reference Path 
 
Before the subjective test could be carried out, we had to 
collect acoustic profiles of different driving situations and 
speech files from a quasi-natural dialog scenario: 
 
6.2.1.    Acoustic Profiles of Different Driving Situations 
 
 

dbbbh 

 
Figure 3: Recording of acoustic profiles of different driving 
situations 
 
Background noise in the car cabin varies in sound level and 
(time-varying) spectral characteristics. 
Some criteria may be: 

• model, customization 
• interior equipment 
• engine 
• speed and acceleration 
• climate control / air conditioning  
• windows open / shut 
• tyres and road-bed 
• weather (rain, hail, …) 
• windshield wiper 
• other external noise sources 
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6.2.2.    Speech Files from a Quasi-natural Dialog Scenario 
 
The dialog was recorded with one speaker (A) in an unechoic 
room, the other speaker (B) outside with electric transmission 
of speech signals. The speaker in the unechoic room was 
equipped with a special headset, where background noise from 
different driving situations was presented, to achieve Lombard 
speech.  
A playstation was applied to simulate mental taskload of 
driving situations.  
 

 
Figure 4: Recording of a quasi-natural dialog scenario with 
Lombard effect and mental taskload  

 
Figure 5: Recording of "processed" and "reference" signal 
 
 
 
 
 

7. The Rating Experiment 
 
The rating experiment was designed using different scales for 
different questions. For some judgements the perceived 
difference between a "processed speech file" and a "reference 
speech file" was rated on a comparative scale, in other 
judgements only the "processed speech file" itself was rated 
on an absolute scale.   
 
 

6.2.3.    "Processed Signal" and "Reference Path" 
 
The "processed speech file" was recorded with the hands-free 
telephone in duplex condition with speech files from speaker 
B played "on the far end" and speech files from speaker A 
presented through an artificial mouth in the car plus 
background noise simulation for the appropriate driving 
condition. The "processed speech file" is the acoustic signal 
from inside the car transmitted through the carkit to the "far 
end" using a network simulator.   
 
 
The "reference file" is the same speech file presented through 
the artificial mouth in the car, without background noise 
simulation, without any signal processing of the hands-free 
telephone, but still transmitted to the "far end" using the same 
network simulator.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.1."General" speech quality 
 
In the first step, "processed signal" and "reference signal" 
were presented "on command" (mouse click). The listener had 
to decide, which he thought was the processed signal and 
which was the reference.  
 
In the assessment of general quality longer utterances from the 
recorded dialogues were used, on average 20 seconds.   
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With very gentle background noise and a high-quality speech 
transmission system reference signal and processed signal 
could indeed be confused. With louder background noise, 
even high-quality signal processing cannot attenuate the 
background noise completely, in this case confusion of  
reference signal and processed signal is unlikely. This step 
was introduced into the listening test to help naive listeners 
develop some kind of "analytical hearing" and elevated 
concentration on the auditory differences they could perceive.  
 
 
The file which is perceived as "reference file" is used as basis 
for the subjective rating. This basis serves as "psychoacoustic" 
anchor, because naive listeners might have different or - in the 
worst case - no experience with mobile telephones in cars. 
Thus they might not be able to judge the perceived quality of a 
transmitted speech signal reliably over the period of the 
complete listening test without such an anchor. 
The 7-point-comparison-category-rating is introduced in ITU-
T Recommendation P.800 [7], German translation of 
categories is taken from [8]. 
 
Table 1: Comparison Category Rating 
 

Comparison 
Category 

Rating 

English German 

+3 much better viel besser 
+2 better besser 
+1 slightly better wenig besser 
0 about the same etwa gleich 
-1 slightly worse wenig schlechter 
-2 worse schlechter 
-3 much worse viel schlechter 

 
Since it is quiet unlikely that the general quality of the 
processed signal is perceived as "better" than the quality of the 
reference file, the 7-point-scale is rather a 4-point-scale in 
practice.    
     
7.2. Speech understanding (verbal content):  
 
Speech signals with least possible "predictability from 
context" were presented in random sequence. Utterances were 
about 5 – 7 words long. Since recognition of an utterance 
heard before is much easier than understanding an utterance 
heard for the first time, no utterances from the first part of the 
listening test were used again.  
 
In the first step, naive listeners had to write down the verbal 
content without listening to the file again. Thus, a "speech 
understanding factor" can be measured in percent.  
 
In the second step, naive listeners were asked to judge the 
listening effort necessary to understand the verbal content. 
Reference signals were mixed in random order with processed 
speech files.  Each file was played only once. 
 
The 5-point-absolute-category-rating is introduced in ITU-T 
Recommendation P.800 [7], German translation of categories 
is taken from [8]. 
 
Table 2: Absolute Category Rating 
 

Absolute 
Category 

Rating 

English German 

5 complete 
relaxation possible, 
no effort required 

völlig entspannt, 
keine Anstrengung 

4 attention 
necessary, 
no appreciable 
effort required 

Aufmerksamkeit, 
aber keine 
Höranstrengung 

3 moderate effort 
required 

mäßige 
Anstrengung 

2 considerable effort 
required 

beträchtliche 
Anstrengung 

1 no meaning 
understood with 
any feasible effort 

unverständlich 
trotz größter 
Anstrengung 

 
 
7.3. Presence of  annoying acoustic artefacts 
 
Assessment of acoustic artefacts was designed resembling the 
assessment of "general quality". Longer utterances with 
hesitations and pauses were used.  
 
In the first step, "processed signal" and "reference signal" 
were presented "on command" (mouse click). The listener had 
to decide, which he thought was the processed signal and 
which was the reference. 
Again, with very gentle background noise and a high-quality 
speech transmission system reference signal and processed 
signal could indeed be confused. With louder background 
noise, even high-quality signal processing cannot attenuate the 
background noise completely, in this case confusion of  
reference signal and processed signal is unlikely. As stated 
above, this part of the assessment was used as some kind of 
"training" for the naive listeners to develop some kind of 
"analytical hearing" and elevated concentration on the 
auditory differences they could perceive.  
 
The second step was designed slightly different form the 
"general quality" assessment. Here, only the processed speech 
file was presented "on command" (mouse click). A 7-point-
quantal-response-scale was used to describe the presence of 
acoustic artefacts.   
The scale is introduced in ITU-T Recommendation P.800 [7], 
German translation of categories is taken from [8]. 
 
 
Table 3: Quantal Response Detectabilty 
 

Quantal 
Response 

Detectability 

English German 

A inaudible, 
noise completely 
undetectable 

nicht hörbar 

B just audible, 
noise can just be 
detected by 
listening carefully 

gerade so hörbar 

C slight, 
noise detectable, 
but not disturbing 

kaum hörbar 
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D moderate, 
noise slightly 
disturbing 

mittelmäßig (gut) 
hörbar 

E rather loud, 
noise causes 
appreciable 
disturbance 

ziemlich laut 

F loud, 
noise very 
disturbing, but call 
would be 
continued 

laut 

G intolerable, 
noise so loud that 
call would be 
abandoned 

inakzeptabel 

 
The assessment of acoustic artefacts is difficult for naive 
listeners, since usually they can hardly distinguish between 
background noise which was not attenuated by the signal 
processing unit and acoustic artefacts which were "created" by 
the signal processing.  
 
In all cases, where the noise was rated moderate or slightly 
disturbing to intolerable, the sequence was presented again in 
a third step. Here the listener was asked to describe the sound 
quality in word like e.g. "typical background noise in a car", 
or "in a bathroom, under a shower" or "bubbling sound, inside 
an aquarium" and so on.  
 
7.4. Missing parts 
 
In the assessment of "missing parts" double-talk situations 
were used. Only "processed speech files" were presented. 
Naive listeners were asked to write down the verbal content of 
what they really heard. This was compared to the transcription 
of the reference signal.  
 
7.5. Spectral Characteristics of the Speech Signal 
("Brilliance") 
 
In the first step, "processed signal" and "reference signal" 
were presented "on command" (mouse click). The listener had 
to decide, which he thought was the processed signal and 
which was the reference.  
 
In the assessment of spectral characteristics of the speech 
signal longer utterances from the recorded dialogues were 
used, on average 20 seconds.   
 
With a high-quality speech transmission or speech 
enhancement system reference signal and processed signal 
could indeed be confused, it is possible that the processed 
signal is perceived as more "clear" or "brilliant".  
The assessment of spectral characteristics is most important 
for high-quality speech transmission systems in downlink 
direction. Using a conventional telephone, most listeners 
expect a damped or muffled tone of voice. But for car 
occupants, who are listening to music or radio announcers, 
before the telephone speech will be presented over the same 
loudspeaker system, the expectation of sound quality is 
increased.  
 

In the second step, the "reference file" is used as basis for the 
subjective rating on a 7-point-comparison-category-rating-
scale. 
 
Table 4: Comparison Category Rating of Spectral 
Characteristics    
 

Comparison 
Category 

Rating 

English German 

+3 much more clear or 
brilliant 

sehr viel klarer 
oder brillianter 

+2 clearer or more 
brilliant 

klarer bzw. 
brillianter 

+1 slightly more clear 
or brilliant 

ein wenig klarer 
bzw. brillianter 

0 about the same ungefähr gleich 
-1 slightly less clear 

or brilliant 
etwas weniger klar 
bzw. brilliant 

-2 more damped or 
dull or distant 

gedämpfter oder 
dumpfer oder von 
ferne kommend 

-3 much more 
damped or dull or 
distant 

sehr viel 
gedämpfter oder 
dumpfer oder von 
ferne kommend 

 
 
7.6. "Rhythm" and "Melody" of Utterance 
 
Rhythm and "melody" (intonation) in spoken language is used 
to "synchronize" speaker and listener in a conversation. 
Speech understanding takes more effort, if rhythm and melody 
are degraded.     
 
To assess rhythm and intonation, longer utterances 
(approximately 20 seconds) are used. In the first step, 
"processed signal" and "reference signal" were presented "on 
command" (mouse click). The listener had to decide, which he 
thought was the processed signal and which was the reference. 
 
In the second step, the "reference file" is used as basis for the 
subjective rating. A 4-point-degraded-category-scale was used 
to judge the distortion of rhythm and melody. The 4-point-
scales resembles a 5-point-degraded-category-rating-scale  
introduced in ITU-T Recommendation P.800 [7]. 
 
Table 5: Degraded Category Rating 
 

Degraded 
Category 

Rating 

English German 

4 not distorted gar nicht gestört 
3 slightly distorted etwas gestört 
2 distorted gestört 
1 very distorted stark gestört 

 
 
7.7. Personal speaker characteristics like age, mood etc. 
 
In the first step, "processed signal" and "reference signal" 
were presented "on command" (mouse click). The listener had 
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to decide, if he thought that both speech signals were produced 
by the same speaker. 
 
In the assessment of personal speaker characteristics longer 
utterances from the recorded dialogues were used, on average 
20 seconds.   
 
In the second step, listeners were asked to rate some personal 
speaker characteristics on 7-point-comparison-category-scales. 
The reference signal was presented as basis for the 
comparison. 
 
Table 6: Comparison Category Rating of personal speaker 
characteristics 
 

Comparison 
Category 

Rating 

English German 

   
Age   
+3 much older (20 

years or more) 
viel älter (20 Jahre 
oder mehr) 

+2 older (5 – 20 years) älter (5 – 20 Jahre) 
+1 little older (a few 

years) 
ein wenig älter (ein 
paar Jahre) 

0 same age gleiches Alter 
-1 little young (a few 

years) 
ein wenig jünger 
(ein paar Jahre) 

-2 younger (5 – 20 
years) 

jünger (5 bis 20 
Jahre) 

-3 much younger (20 
years or more) 

sehr viel jünger (20 
oder mehr Jahre) 

 
 

  

Anger, 
Aggressiveness 
Bad Temper 

  

+3 much more angry 
or aggressive 

sehr viel 
ärgerlicher oder 
aggressiver 

+2 more angry ärgerlicher 
+1 slightly worse 

temper 
ein wenig 
schlechter gelaunt 

0 same mood gleiche Stimmung 
-1 slightly better 

temper 
ein wenig besser 
gelaunt 

-2 less angry weniger ärgerlich 
-3 much less angry or 

aggressive 
sehr viel weniger 
ärgerlich oder 
aggressiv 

   
Boredom, 
Disinterest 

  

+3 much more bored sehr viel mehr 
gelangweilt 

+2 more bored gelangweilter 
+1 slightly more 

disinterested 
ein wenig 
desinteressierter 

0 same mood gleicher Ausdruck 
-1 slightly less 

disinterested 
ein wenig 
interessierter 

-2 less bored weniger 
gelangweilt 

-3 much les bored sehr viel weniger 
gelangweilt 

   
Happiness, 

Satisfaction, 
Good Temper 

  

+3 much more happy 
or satisfied 

sehr viel 
glücklicher oder 
zufriedener 

+2 more happy or 
satisfied 

glücklicher oder 
zufriedener 

+1 slightly better 
temper 

ein wenig besserer 
Stimmung 

0 same mood gleiche Stimmung 
-1 slightly worse 

temper 
ein wenig 
schlechterer Laune 

-2 less happy or 
satisfied 

weniger glücklich 
oder zufrieden 

-3 much less happy or 
satisfied 

sehr viel weniger 
glücklich oder 
zufrieden 

  
 
7.8. Interpretation of  Measurement Results 
 
There are several typical situations, in which the perceived 
quality of speech transmission or speech enhancement systems 
are tested.  

1. During the development process - before readiness 
for start of production is reached: In this case a 
multi-dimensional judgement of perceived quality is 
necessary to communicate the impression of naïve 
listeners (or experts) to system developers and give 
practical hints, where the system needs improvement 
of specific aspects.  

2. Quality control, sample type approval: At this place 
judgement of overall-quality plus standardized 
quality measurements (e.g. VDA) plus specific 
audible quality aspects are eligible.  

3. Benchmarking: In this case a judgement of overall-
quality plus specific audible quality aspects are 
desirable.  

 
In the assessment of hands-free telephones in cars, it is 
important to distinguish clearly between the behaviour of the 
device under test and audible quality losses the mobile 
network may cause.  
The development process is the most challenging situation for 
quality assessment, because measurement results have to be 
interpreted in order to derive practical hints, where the system 
needs improvement of specific aspects.  
To give some examples: 
(ad 7.3) If the perceived loudness of background noise is rated 
"moderate" to "intolerable", either noise filters or echo 
cancellation algorithms have to be modified. Audible 
characteristics of undesired noise components yield 
information, if either the attenuation of noise filters is too 
weak or too strong or echo cancellation parameters are 
suboptimal.   
(ad 7.4) If missing parts are detected at the beginning or end of 
utterances in double-talk situations, the activity of echo 
cancellation filters may be disproportionate. The comparison 
to the reference signal ensures that the problem is not caused 
by the mobile network. 
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(ad 7.2, 7.5 ) Systems with bandwidth-"add-on" or frequency-
selective increase of sound level should be judged as more 
"clearly" or "brilliant" than an appropriate reference signal and 
speech intelligibility should require less effort, if the algorithm 
is working correctly. 
(ad 7.6) Perceived rhythm and melody should not be distorted 
by the device under test. Mobile networks with packet loss 
may cause such problems. In the integration process of hands-
free systems into cars it may become important to clarify such 
responsibilities. 
(ad 7.7) At best, personal speaker characteristics should not be 
modified by the device under test. If a specific parametrization 
involves changes in personal speaker characteristics, but 
brings forth better speech intelligibility at the same time, 
speech intelligibility is considered  more important.    
 
 
 

7.7 Age 

7.1 General  

7.2 Intelligibility 

7.3 Background 

7.4 Miss. Parts 7.5 Spectral 

7.6 Rhythm 

7.8 Mood 

 
 
Figure 6: "One-view"-presentation of results  
 

8. Summary 
 
The rating categories introduced in this paper are not meant to 
replace existing "objective" or "technical" measures as 
introduced e.g. in VDA specification for hands-free telephones 
in cars [9]. They are meant to complement the description of a 
device under test and place more emphasize on the end-users 
impression of the system.  
High speech intelligibility and low listening effort are 
considered most important.  

A system, which attenuates the background noise at the price 
of acoustic artefacts and modifications of personal voice 
characteristics is disagreeable for the end-user.  
 
The rating categories introduced here are complete and 
intuitive, even non-experts can understand their importance 
for successful and agreeable speech communication. 
Benchmark tests using these categories are much more 
informative for the non-expert and can still be presented "at a 
glance". 
Furthermore, the comparison ratings serve to clarify the 
responsibility for quality losses, which the device under test 
cannot avoid, since their origin lies in the mobile network. 
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